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Customized solutions for your plastic bottle
and container requirements...

chelco'Welcome
At Chelco Packaging we specialize in custornized supply solutions for your
plastic bottle and container requirements.
Our extensiv* supply nefwoEk aff*rds our clients the advantage of one-stop
shopping and the benef?t of economies of scale, resulting in highly
competitive rates and the efficiency elf a streamlined chain of supply: in
short, a hassle-free supply solution thae you can turn to again and again.

Drawing on more than thircy years expeience in the plastics packaging
industry our success is built on a commitrnent tc excellence at all levels.
From the hands-on design and development of customized containers or
stock bottles to the availability of o:lgoing technical slrpport and prodttct
knowledge we offer a reliable resource that ensures the right supply
solution for vour needs.
Finally, at Chelco Packaging we unders'tand that the needs of a client are
unique, that there are seldom 'cookie-cutter' solutions for all, which is why
we guarantee an exceptionaS level of customer service on a day to day basis
that is tailored to the specific needs of your business and to the realities of
vsur suslness r0utrne.
When time is money clear and
prompt communication is
essential, and a responsive and
knowledgeable personnel at
your service will leave your
time free for other vetuable
things. Let us wony about the
details of your container supply
so thatyou don't have to.
Let us put our expertise to workforyou!
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Supply Solutions
gt

We offer an extensive manufacturing nelwork that ensur€s a flexibility of
supply and that freight costs are kept low: We have several manufacturing
facilities ln che GTA' one on ctre w*st coast in SurreX B.C.; and one ln the
fulidwest near Chicago.
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We offer a ma:?ufacturing network that is partnered strategically to
ensure our abiiity to supply most types of plastie container materials
including HDPE, PVC, Polypropylene and PE! and in i wiAe variety of sizes.
This facilitates one-stop shopping and a streamlined chain of supply for our
clients.
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We offer services to assist with the design and development of your
container, whether you require a custcnnized container for a uniquely
branded l*:ck, or a stock bottle that will meet the parameters you have already
escablished. \tr'here volumes warrant w€ will make the necessarv investments
in tooling and moulds to supplythe containeryou envision.
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We offer the resources t* hold the necessary inventory levels that will
ensure your supply, and ro monitor tl:em on a regular basis. Similarly we
will targst and track production

runs, supplies and order

reqLlirements to make sure yCI:l

have your containers when
promis*d and

as needed.
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We offer a knowledgeable
and dedicated personnel
that will be at your service on a
daily basis to ensure your

inquiries are answered promptly and your
requirements are met.
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We offer competitive pricing through our buyrng
power and the economies of scale at our disposal.

